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Abstract

Background: Plant microbiome is thought to play an important role in
promoting plant health and production. However, even though the microbiomes
in various compartments have been widely investigated, the association between
above and belowground compartments of plants remain unclear. Tea is a globally
popular beverage due to its flavor and health benefits associating with secondary
metabolites; the microbiomes of tea plant (Camellia sinensis) play a significant
role in the production of these secondary metabolites. Here, we investigated the
microbiomes of bulk and rhizosphere soils, roots and leaves of C. sinensis
collected from tea plantations across over 2000 km to investigate the association
and driving mechanisms for microbiomes in the compartments.

Results: Camellia sinensis microbiomes differed between the compartments with
α-diversity gradually decreasing from soils to roots and leaves. The core leaf
microbiome comprised Bacilli, Sphingobacteriia and α-Proteobacteria, which we
suggest might ascendingly migrate from soils to leaves. Microbial community
assembly processes were dominated by deterministic processes in bulk and
rhizosphere soils; these assembly processes were dominated by stochastic
processes in roots and leaves. Dispersal limitation was stronger in old leaves than
in other compartments. Amino acids were also critical drivers for environmental
selection. The microbiomes in C. sinensis roots and leaves possessed a lower
intensity of microbial associations and more negative microbial associations than
in bulk and rhizosphere soils, suggesting that the contribution of microbial
interactions varied in different compartments.

Conclusion: In summary, there is a trade-off between stochastic and
deterministic processes in microbiomes community assembly along from soil to
leaf of C. sinensis. These results provide valuable information for understanding
the associations and driving mechanism of microbiomes in various C. sinensi
compartments, which could be used to predict C. sinensis microbiome and
harness its power to improve tea production and quality.

Keywords: Camellia sinensis; distance dispersal; endophytic bacteria;
environmental limitation; co-occurrence pattern; stochastic process

Background1

Tea is one of the most popular non-artificial and non-alcoholic beverages consumed2

across the world due to its unique flavor and potential health benefits[1]. Hence,3

the tea plant Camellia sinensis is a critical horticultural crop with a global to-4

tal planting area of 4.89 million hectares[2]. Tea flavors are mainly attributed to5
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secondary metabolite characteristics such as flavonoids, theanine and caffeine in C.6

sinensis leaves[3]. These secondary metabolites are also in high demand in the phar-7

maceuticals and naturopathy industries due to their health benefits for human[4].8

Flavonoids are a group of plant polyphenol secondary metabolites that are synthe-9

sized within the general phenylpropanoid pathway[5]. Numerous pieces of evidence10

have revealed that flavonoids have beneficial effects against diseases such as can-11

cer, neurodegenerative diseases, autoimmune diseases and cardiovascular diseases[6].12

Theanine accumulates in tea plants but is rarely produced in other plants and is an13

important indicator in the qualitative assessment of green tea[3]. This compound14

is a nonproteinogenic amino acid with proven health benefits such as neuroprotec-15

tion, relaxation and enhancement of cognitive performance[7]. Caffeine is a purine16

alkaloid that is abundant in tea leaves[3]; it is a well-known central nervous system17

stimulant that can also lower blood pressure and be used for diabetes prevention[7].18

The microbiomes of C. sinensis play a significant role in the production of these19

aforementioned secondary metabolites through two primary mechanisms[2]. Firstly,20

endophytic and rhizosphere bacteria promote the production of secondary metabo-21

lites in C. sinensis through plant growth hormone production, phosphate solubiliza-22

tion, nutrient acquisition and N2 fixation[4]. Secondly, the characteristic secondary23

metabolites, or their precursors, can be produced by endophytic bacteria associated24

with C. sinensis . For example, the endophytic bacteria Luteibacter, isolated from25

C. sinensis , has shown strong biocatalytic activity for converting both glutamine26

and ethylamine to theanine[8]. Many bacterially originating enzymes can potentially27

catalyze flavonoid modification, leading to the construction of natural and novel28

flavonoid derivatives9. Endophytic bacteria also have complex interactions with the29

metabolism of secondary metabolites in C. sinensis as flavonoids possess antibac-30

terial activity[10] and caffeine can synergistically enhance the antibacterial activity31

of other compounds such as α-dicarbonyl, glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and diacetyl[11].32

The antibacterial activity of flavonoids and caffeine could therefore regulate endo-33

phytic bacterial communities[12]. In contrast, endophytic bacteria can also degrade34

flavonoids via deglycosylation[13] and degrade caffeine via demethylation and ox-35

idation pathways[14]. The microbiomes of C. sinensis are also a key factor in the36

fermentation processes of various tea products[15]. Accordingly, understanding the37

assembly processes for C. sinensis microbiomes is essential for improving the pro-38

duction and quality of tea products.39

Endophytic microbiomes are transmitted through seed dispersal or recruited40

from a plant’s surrounding environment[3]. Root microbiomes enter the host41

plant through the cracks formed in the lateral root junctions or through wounds42

caused by microbe or nematode phytopathogens and quickly spread to the43

endorhizosphere[16]. Entry of endophytic bacteria in plant roots also occurs via44

root hairs and the spaces between epidermal cells[16]. Utilizing a dynamic infec-45

tion process, the endophytic bacteria Rhizobia have been found to ascendingly46

migrate from roots to leaves in rice plants, where they transiently grow to large47

local populations[17]. Plant associated microbiomes in roots and rhizospheres also48

benefit host plants by enhancing nutritional acquisition and improving resistance49

to pathogenic infections[18]. Understanding the community assembly of plant mi-50

crobiomes is crucial for managing both ecological function and crop production[19].51
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Progress in plant microbiomes has been made toward specific compartments, such as52

rhizosphere, roots, leaves and phyllosphere in certain model and crop plant species,53

such as Arbidopsis[20, 21], rice[22], wheat[23], barley[24], maize[25, 26], soybean[27]54

and citrus[28]. However, the associations of plant microbiomes across different com-55

partments from soils to leaves is needed to understand microbial functions for host56

plants in supporting sustainable agriculture and healthy earth ecosystems.57

In this study, we investigated C. sinensis microbiomes by unravelling the under-58

lying associations along soil to leaf microbiomes. China is the dominant country tea59

production with a total planting area of approximately 3 million hectares, which60

accounts for 63% of the global area for tea plantation[2]. We collected microbiomes61

of C. sinensis , including bulk and rhizosphere soils, roots, young leaves and old62

leaves, from the dominant tea planting regions in China. We then determined the63

contribution of stochastic and deterministic processes in various plant and soil com-64

partments and assessed their associations.65

Methods66

Sample collection67

To capture biogeographical differences in C. sinensis microbiomes, we collected68

samples from 45 locations spanning all 15 tea planting provinces in China (Fig. 1a).69

The samples were collected from diverse C. sinensis varieties, soil types and climate70

types (Table S1); soil characteristics are listed in Data file S1. Five compartments71

(bulk soil, rhizosphere, roots, young leaves and old leaves) were collected at each72

plantation using the following protocol. At least 15 healthy C. sinensis plants (1073

m of separation) were selected from each tea plantation for sample collection. For74

each plant, 200 g young leaves and 200 g old leaves were clipped, the top 5 cm of soil75

was removed and fine roots (approximately1 mm diameter) from a depth of 5-20 cm76

were collected. The roots were removed from the soil with a shovel and then gently77

shaken to remove the soil not tightly attached to the roots. Soil tightly attached to78

the roots was termed rhizosphere soils. Soil from the same 5–20 cm depth without79

any roots near the selected trees was termed bulk soil. All subsamples for each80

compartment were mixed throughout to create a representative sample for each81

plantation. Samples were transported to the laboratory within 3 days and stored at82

-20 ℃until DNA extraction.83

DNA extraction and sequencing84

Rhizosphere and bulk soil DNA was extracted from each sample using an MP85

FastDNA soil extraction kit (MP Laboratories Inc. Carlsbad, CA, USA). Root86

and leaf DNA was extracted from each sample using a MinkaGene Plant DNA87

Kit (mChip BioTech, Guangzhou, China). Extracting protocols followed the man-88

ufacturer’s instructions with some modifications. DNA quality and quantity were89

determined by using a NanoDrop device (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE). The90

16S rDNA amplicon library preparation and sequencing were performed accord-91

ing to the manufacturer’s protocol at Novogene, China. For the amplicon library92

preparation, amplification of 16S rDNA V5-V7 region fragments was performed93

using primers 799F and 1193R[29]. After quality control and quantification and94

normalization of the DNA libraries, 250-bp paired-end reads were generated using95

an Illumina NovaSeq 6000 system (Illumina inc, San Diego, US) according to the96

manufacturer’s instructions.97
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Amplicon data analysis98

Microbial community composition was determined by sequencing 16S rDNA am-99

plicons. The high-quality paired-end reads of the 16S V5-V7 region were merged100

using USEARCH v11[30]. OTUs were obtained using the UPARSE pipeline based101

on the merged sequences[30]. OTU taxonomy was generated using representative se-102

quences of each OTU and aligned against the RDP II databases. OTUs and merged103

sequences that were defined as originating from unknown, chloroplast, mitochondria104

or plant sources were removed.105

Diversity and ordination106

α-diversity was calculated for each sample using the Shannon-Wiener index based on107

the normalized OTU abundance table using the binomial method[31]. Community108

dissimilarity analysis between samples was performed using Principal Coordinate109

Analysis (PCoA) with unweighted UniFrac distances.110

Core microbiota identification111

The core microbiota for C. sinensis was defined as cohort of OTUs present in all 225112

samples. Unique core microbiota for each compartment was defined as the OTUs113

present in all 45 samples of the corresponding compartment and also absent in all114

other compartments.115

Source tracker analysis116

The potential source of microbial compositions among various compartments was117

estimated using SourceTracker[32].118

Enrichment and depletion from soils to leaves119

OTU enrichment and depletion were calculated using the DESeq function of the R120

package DESeq2 based on the negative binomial distribution algorithm[33].121

Normalized stochastic ratio estimation122

Normalized stochasticity ratio (NST) of communities in samples and null model was123

calculated with tNST function of the R package NST[34]. The null model calculation124

was repeated 10 times.125

Nestedness estimation126

Community nestedness at various taxonomic ranks was calculated with nestednodf127

function in vegan package. The corresponding nestedness using a null model was128

calculated based on a matrix generated with the permatfull function in vegan pack-129

age.130

Dispersal limitation131

Community similarity geographic decay was tested by estimating the relationship132

between community similarity and geographic distance. Dispersal limitation was133

tested using correlations between community similarity and geographic distance un-134

der a partial correlation condition for environmental properties using partial mantel135

statistic with mantel.partial function in vegan package. The spatial correlation of136

communities along geographic distance was determined with Mantel correlogram137

using mantel.correlog function in vegan package.138
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Environmental selection139

Amino acid and catechin concentrations in roots, young leaves and old leaves, the140

physiochemical properties of rhizosphere and bulk soils, and the concentrations of141

8 heavy metals were measured in all samples (Data file S1-S5). The impact of these142

environmental factors on microbial communities for corresponding compartments143

was estimated using constrained corresponding analysis with cca function in vegan.144

Microbial co-occurrence network145

Microbial co-occurrence networks for each compartment were constructed based on146

a spearman correlation matrix for the OTUs presenting in each compartment. In147

order to avoid the taxon number biases, each community dataset was trimmed to148

the dominant 400 taxa. p-values were adjusted for multiple tests using the Ben-149

jamini and Hochberg FDR controlling procedure with the R package multtest[35].150

Direct correlation dependencies were distinguished using the network enhancement151

method[36] and thresholds values for Spearman cutoffs were determined by Ran-152

dom matrix theory (RMT) method[37]. Network properties were calculated with153

the igraph package for R[38].154

Statistics155

All the statistics were performed using R 3.6.0[39]. Significant difference of α-156

diversity across compartments were determined using one-way analysis of variance157

(ANOVA) and Tukey’s ‘Honest Significant Difference’(HSD) method. The signifi-158

cant differences of community dissimilarity were determined using analysis of simi-159

larities (ANOSIM). Significant differences of NST between communities in samples160

and null model were determined using one-tailed one-sample t-tests.161

Results162

Core microbiota of C. sinensis microbiomes from soil to leaves163

A total of 225 samples from 45 tea plantations in prominent tea-producing regions164

of China (Fig. 1a, Table S1) were collected to explore the microbiomes of bulk165

soil, rhizosphere soil (hereafter ‘rhizosphere’), roots, young leaves and old leaves.166

These 45 locations included 4 soil types and two climate types, with contrasting167

altitude (20-1600 m), pH (4.1-7.4). We sequenced the 16S rDNA amplicon for each168

compartment of all samples (approximately 79.8 million high-quality sequence tags).169

An average of 0.27 million tags were generated for each sample after removal of170

sequences associated with chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA.171

Microbial α-diversity (Shannon-Wiener) decreased with compartment distance172

from soil (ANOV A,DF = 4, F = 75.3, P < 0.001) (Fig. 1b). β-diversity (UniFrac173

distance) also revealed that the community composition differentiated between soils174

(bulk and rhizosphere), roots and leaves (young and old) (ANOSIM,R = 0.76, P =175

0.001) (Fig. 1c). Core taxa were defined as the genera present in all compartment176

specific samples and none of the other samples; the number of core operational177

taxonomic units (OTUs) decreased sequentially from bulk soils to rhizosphere, root,178

old leaves, and young leaves (Fig. 1d). Bulk soil, rhizosphere, roots, young leaves and179

old leaves contained 140, 138, 96, 28 and 13 core OTUs, respectively (Fig. 1e). There180

were a further 10 generalist OTUs present in all compartments. Proteobacteria,181

Actinobacteria and Acidobacteria dominated multiple compartments.182
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Enrichment and depletion of C. sinensis microbiomes from soils to leaves183

The SourceTracker analysis revealed substantial similarities within the two leaf com-184

partments and within the two soil compartments, and also indicates that there are185

rare exchanges between roots and leaves, indicating partitioning between above and186

belowground microbiomes (Fig. 2a). This transfer bottleneck can be observed as a187

34% similarity between the rhizosphere and roots but only a 5% similarity between188

roots and old leaves. When genera are compared sequentially across the compart-189

ments, each ascension in a compartment (e.g. from soil to rhizosphere or old leaf190

to young leaf) lead to substantially more depleted OTUs than enriched OTUs (Fig191

2b). Depletion ratios (depletion/enrichment) ranged from 0.5 in rhizosphere/bulk192

soil to 7.5 for both old leaf/root and root/rhizosphere. Sphingomonas, Methylobac-193

terium and Burkholderia were frequently associated with these changes (Fig. 2c).194

These results show strong filtering effects from rhizosphere samples to roots and195

from roots to leaves.196

Community assembly mechanisms of C. sinensis microbiomes from soils to leaves197

Community assembly normalized stochasticity ratio (NST) increased from 40% in198

bulk soil to more than 70% in leaves (Fig. 3a). Nestedness was significant for rhi-199

zosphere (t-tests, P < 0.05) and bulk soil microbiomes (t-tests, P < 0.05) but200

non-significant for root and leaf microbiomes (t-tests, P > 0.05) at all ranks from201

genus to phylum (Fig. 3b). Microbiomes in soils, roots and leaves were nested as202

subsets of rhizosphere microbiomes and show distinct patterns in species richness203

(Fig 3c). When considered using Bray-Cutis similarity and after controlling the204

impact of the environmental matrix using Partial Mantel tests, all compartments205

were negatively correlated with geographic distance (Fig. 3d). This response was206

particularly strong in old leaves; Mantel correlograms show that only this com-207

partment linearly changed with geographic distance (Fig. 3e). The environmental208

selection effect of physiochemical properties in rhizosphere and bulk soils, amino209

acids and catechin in roots and leaves, and heavy metals on microbial communi-210

ties was assessed using constrained corresponding analysis (Fig. 3f). Explanation211

proportions of the constrained axes suggest that the contribution of environmental212

selection decreased from leaves and roots to rhizosphere and bulk soils. The micro-213

bial community structures in plant tissues were closely associated with amino acids214

in young leaves, old leaves and roots; microbial community structures in old leaves215

were additionally closely associated with metals. Bulk soil microbial community216

structures were closely associated with environmental variables such as altitude,217

soil pH, phosphorus, carbon and metals while rhizosphere microbial communities218

were closely associated with soil pH and nitrogen variables.219

Microbial co-occurrence networks of C. sinensis microbiomes from soils to leaves220

Potential interaction patterns within microbial communities were compared by in-221

ferring co-occurrence networks using the abundance matrix of the 1000 most abun-222

dant OTUs. The number of links, representing the intensity of potential microbial223

interactions, was the largest in bulk and rhizosphere soils, followed by roots and224

young leaves, and was the smallest in old leaves (Fig. 4). The network diameter,225

representing the longest path in a network, was the longest in young and shortest in226
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old leaves; transitivity, representing network modularity, was highest in roots and227

lowest in young leaves (Table S2). Although plant tissues had fewer links, negative228

links in tissue microbiomes were more abundant than in rhizosphere and bulk soils229

(Fig. 4). The co-occurrence networks also displayed different taxon assortativity230

(Table S2). Overrepresented links include Proteobacteria to Firmicutes in young231

leaves, Proteobacteria to Bacteroidetes in old leaves, Proteobacteria to Actinobac-232

teria and Proteobacteria to Acidobacteria in roots, rhizosphere and bulk soils (Fig.233

4). Intra-Acidobacteria links were substantially overrepresented in rhizosphere and234

bulk soils.235

Discussion236

Microbiomes are important mediators in maintaining the overall health and pro-237

duction capacity of their plant hosts; however, little is known about the associa-238

tions across microbiomes in various plant compartments. Here we have collected239

C. sinensis microbiomes from samples across China to assess community assembly240

mechanisms. The key finding of this research is that there is a trade-off between241

stochastic and deterministic processes in above and belowground C. sinensis micro-242

biomes (Fig. 5). This finding allows us to use community assembly mechanisms to243

predict C. sinensis microbiomes, which offers fundamental information to explore244

the role of microbiomes in improving tea productivity and quality.245

The NST values suggest that microbial community assembly processes were dom-246

inated by deterministic processes in bulk soil and rhizosphere samples, and by247

stochastic processes in root and leaf samples; this result is supported by the micro-248

biome nestedness patterns and may due to a decrease in environmental selection249

strength from leaf to root to soil. Belowground microbes face environmental selec-250

tion pressures of oxygen content, nutrient supply and space limitation while phyl-251

losphere microbes are more randomly distributed on leaves through atmospheric252

deposition, seed-associated dispersion and animal sources[40]. The increasing com-253

munity similarity from leaf to root and soil in our study supports this inference as254

it indicates an increasing environmental selection strength[34]. It is generally ac-255

cepted that stochasticity dominates the early stages of community establishment256

while deterministic processes become progressively important over time[41]. Thus,257

the decreased contribution of stochastic processes from leaf to root and soil may258

also result from time since community establishment.259

Deterministic processes mainly consist of dispersal limitation, environmental se-260

lection and biological interactions[42]. The importance of dispersal limitation and261

environmental selection as ecological processes shaping tea microbiomes can be262

observed in the significant decline of microbial similarity with geographic distance.263

The associations between microbial communities and geographic distance after con-264

trolling for the impact of the environmental matrix suggest a significant impact of265

dispersal limitation on all compartment microbiomes. This impact may be due to266

the interactions of drift and dispersal limitation among leaves, rhizosphere and267

soil. As the movement of a single taxon from air or animal to leaves is a random268

event, leaf microbial composition may largely depend on stochastic migration pro-269

cesses. However, dispersal limitation is also important in maintaining phyllosphere270

community structure as microbes are host-associated; therefore the successful es-271

tablishment of a newly arrived taxon is more limited than new taxa in soils[43]. In272
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addition, drift processes are more important when α-diversity and microbial com-273

munity abundances are low[44]. Accordingly, the low Shannon-Wiener index for leaf274

microbiomes suggests that both drift and dispersal limitation are important eco-275

logical processes for shaping the microbial assembly of leaf microbiomes; thus, both276

drift and dispersal limitation strengthen the geographic community similarity decay277

in old leaves. However, this drift effect may be weaker in new leaves and is masked278

by the strong selection pressures in soil[45].279

The discrepancy in driving factors for environmental selection from soils to leaves280

suggests that divergent environmental selection processes are active in the compart-281

ments. It is not surprising to find that soil pH, the best predictor of soil bacterial and282

archaeal community composition across global[46], regional[47] and local scales[48],283

is an important driver for microbiomes in both the rhizosphere and bulk soil. In284

addition to soil pH, soil organic carbon quality and quantity and nitrogen and285

phosphorus availability also have notable influences on soil microbial community286

structure[49]. The results here indicate that microbial communities were closely as-287

sociated with dissolved organic carbon and available phosphorus in bulk soils and288

dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) in rhizosphere. Organic carbon substrates and289

phosphorus compounds exhibit enormous ranges and are persistent abiotic stressors290

affecting microbial survival and growth in soils[49]. However, carbon and phospho-291

rus limitation in the rhizosphere can be alleviated by root exudates and soil pH292

neutralization[50]. Decreased nitrogen availability in the rhizosphere also induces293

microbial DON stress16. The significant impact of Cd on microbiomes in bulk soil294

relative to rhizosphere samples may be due to the alleviation of metal toxicity by295

increased rhizosphere soil pH[51].296

The associations between amino acids and endophytic bacteria in roots and leaves297

suggest that plant tissue amino acids play a vital role in endophytic bacterial com-298

munity assembly. Endophytic bacteria produce alkaloids as secondary metabolites;299

these compounds have diverse potentials as anti-fungal and -viral agents[3]. Most al-300

kaloids are derived from amines produced by the decarboxylation of amino acids[3],301

such as tyrosine in roots and young leaves, and lysine in old leaves. There was an302

association between endophytic bacteria and metals such as Cd, Pb and Cu in old303

leaves, and metals such as Ni in young leaves. Endophytic bacteria can potentially304

bioaccumulate metals from contaminated mediums as shown by LK11 reprogram-305

ing its amino acids and proteomic expressions to maintain steady growth during306

Cd stress[52]. Phytohormone producing endophytic bacterium could therefore be307

an ideal approach to increase the phytoextraction potential of metal contamination308

bioremediation plants. The association between Ni and young leaves is unsurprising309

as it is a urease activator, which is required for young tissue growth[53].310

The topological properties of microbial co-occurrence networks indicate differ-311

ent microbial interaction contributions for microbial community assembly in the312

compartments. The decreasing gradient in linking intensity from soils to leaves sug-313

gests that potential microbial interactions in soils are more complex than those in314

plant tissues. Although the linking intensity was higher for young leaves than old315

leaves, the longer network diameter for young leaves suggests that the interaction316

is still inefficient and that young leaf microbial communities may not be capable of317

reaching a stable status. Co-occurrence network modules indicate potential niche318
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numbers in corresponding microbial communities[54]. The low modularity for young319

leaves indicates sparse niches in this compartment while the high modularity for320

root indicates the opposite. The high number of negative associations in plant tis-321

sues suggests a high prevalence of adverse interactions as negative associations in322

microbial communities represents potential antagonistic relationships[55].323

Core microbiota are the consequence of long-term environmental selection in spe-324

cific environments. The core microbiota in leaves of C. sinensis , including Bacilli,325

Sphingobacteriia and α-Proteobacteria, have been widely identified as endophytic326

bacteria in pine leaves[56], maple leaves[57] and several plant species found in Tall-327

grass Prairie communities[58], suggesting that these microbial taxa are adapted to328

leaf tissue environments. Genomic analyses of plant-associated α-Proteobacteria329

has shown that they possess a remarkable number of regulators, sugar trans-330

porters, metabolic enzymes and nodulation genes[59]. Although the pattern of de-331

pletion was not consistent between ascending compartments, Methylobacterium (α-332

Proteobacteria) and Sphingomonas (Sphingobacteriia) were consistently enriched in333

each compartment from soils to leaves. This enrichment effect also explains the for-334

mation of core microbiota in C. sinensis leaves; overrepresented taxon-associations335

in each microbial co-occurrence network were mainly associated with the core micro-336

biota in corresponding compartments, indicating an essential role of core microbiota337

in community assembly.338

Conclusion339

In summary, the present study provides an overview of C. sinensis microbiome in340

compartments from soils to leaves. With this study, we have shown that C. sinen-341

sis microbiomes gradually changed along the compartments from soils to leaves in342

term of α- and β-diversity. Moreover, we find that microbial community assembly343

processes were dominated by deterministic processes in bulk and rhizosphere soils;344

these assembly processes were dominated by stochastic processes in roots and leaves.345

The driving mechanisms for community assembly allows us to use community as-346

sembly mechanisms to predict C. sinensis microbiomes. In addition, the association347

between amino acids and endophytic leaf microbiomes provide insight into the roles348

of tea microbiomes in improving the productivity and quality of tea production.349

While this study provides a comprehensive analysis of associations across C. sinen-350

sis microbiome in compartments from soils to leaves, our understanding is still in351

its infancy. Although these analyses provide insight into the driving mechanisms352

for community assembly, the roles of tea microbiomes in improving the produc-353

tivity and quality of tea production can only be fully understood by deciphering354

the underlying relationships between endophytic leaf microbiomes and C. sinensis ’s355

secondary metabolites.356
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Figures508

Figure 1 Compositions and core microbiota of microbiomes in different C. sinensis
compartments. (a) Location of sampling sites. (b) α-diversity (Shannon-Wiener index) of
microbiomes in each compartment (n=45). (c) β-diversity (weighted UniFrac distance) of
microbiomes in each compartment (n=45). (d) Relative abundance of microbial taxa found in
each compartment. (e) Unique and shared core microbiota.

Figure 2 The association of microbiomes in C. sinensis compartments. (a) Source proportions
for sequential compartments; arrow direction indicates potential source of microbiomes and arrow
weight varies with proportion. (b) Enrichment (positive) and depletion (negative) of OTUs
between ascending compartments; red points indicate significant enriched or depleted OTUs
(Wald test, P¡0.05). (c) Genera of enriched and depleted OTUs between ascending
compartments. Colors of points indicate phylum classification.

Figure 3 The contribution of stochasticity, dispersal limitation and environmental selection to
microbiome community assembly processes in C. sinensis compartments. (a) Normalized
stochastically ratio (NST). (b) Nestedness (NODF) at five taxon ranks. (c) Nestedness at phylum
level. (d) The relationship between community similarity and geographic distance. Mantel’s r and
p values indicate the results of partial Mantel tests while controlling with the environmental
matrix. (e) Mantel correlograms. Red points indicate significant Mantel’s r (P¡0.05). (f)
Constrained corresponding analysis (CCA) of compartment microbiomes; text labels indicate
significant environmental drivers (permutation test for CCA, P¡0.05).

Figure 4 Links and taxon assortativity in co-occurrence network of microbiomes of different C.
sinensis compartments.

Figure 5 The trade-off between stochastic and deterministic processes in C. sinensis
compartment microbiomes. The volume of cylinder represents the contribution of various
assembly processes in corresponding microbiomes of tea plant compartments.
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Figures

Figure 1

Compositions and core microbiota of microbiomes in dierent C. sinensis compartments. (a) Location of
sampling sites. (b) -diversity (Shannon-Wiener index) of microbiomes in each compartment (n=45). (c)  -
diversity (weighted UniFrac distance) of microbiomes in each compartment (n=45). (d) Relative
abundance of microbial taxa found in each compartment. (e) Unique and shared core microbiota.



Figure 2

The association of microbiomes in C. sinensis compartments. (a) Source proportions for sequential
compartments; arrow direction indicates potential source of microbiomes and arrow weight varies with
proportion. (b) Enrichment (positive) and depletion (negative) of OTUs between ascending compartments;
red points indicate signi cant enriched or depleted OTUs (Wald test, P<0.05). (c) Genera of enriched and
depleted OTUs between ascending compartments. Colors of points indicate phylum classi cation.



Figure 3

The contribution of stochasticity, dispersal limitation and environmental selection to microbiome
community assembly processes in C. sinensis compartments. (a) Normalized stochastically ratio (NST).
(b) Nestedness (NODF) at  ve taxon ranks. (c) Nestedness at phylum level. (d) The relationship between
community similarity and geographic distance. Mantel's r and p values indicate the results of partial
Mantel tests while controlling with the environmental matrix. (e) Mantel correlograms. Red points indicate
signi cant Mantel's r (P<0.05). (f) Constrained corresponding analysis (CCA) of compartment
microbiomes; text labels indicate signi cant environmental drivers (permutation test for CCA, P<0.05).



Figure 4

Links and taxon assortativity in co-occurrence network of microbiomes of different C. sinensis
compartments.



Figure 5

The trade-off between stochastic and deterministic processes in C. sinensis compartment microbiomes.
The volume of cylinder represents the contribution of various assembly processes in corresponding
microbiomes of tea plant compartments.
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